
Places of Worship
Automatically measure attendance at every 
service, program, class or event
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Benefits & Capabilities

Always know how many people attend your services with people counting technology.

Accurate Reporting

Density's Dashboard makes it easy 
to measure attendance for every 
building, room, or service.

Monitor Occupancy

Know where people are located in 
your building in the case of an 
emergency.

Real-time Data

See how many people are in your 
house of worship, right now.

Protects privacy—not a camera

Accurate attendance and occupancy counts

Easily see and share data on any device

Software that's easy to use, and always up to date

Easy to install and scale

Why Places of Worship Trust Density



How Density People Counting 
Technology Works

Easy Install

Install the Density Depth Processing Unit (DPU) 
over an entryway with PoE+ or WiFi and a 
standard outlet.

Real-Time Monitoring

Once installed, DPU uses Class 1 infrared lasers 
and computer vision to monitor entrance and exit 
events in real time.

Count Every Person

Density instantly and accurately identifies human 
entrances and exits without ever collecting 
personally identifiable information (PII).

Monitor Attendance Patterns 

Track how many people visit your building and 
attend each service. Density consolidates the 
number of entrances and exits for each building 
and room, making reporting easy.

The first platform for accurately 
and anonymously tracking people 
throughout a building

Density offers Places of Worship  a scalable 
solution for measuring attendance. Made 
possible by Density's proprietary people-
counting technology, the device is easy to 
install and collects data on an ongoing basis.



“We needed to know how many 
people were attending our 
services and programming 
throughout the week. Density 
makes it easy.” 

—President of church with over 10,000 congregants

A rapidly growing New York-based Church worked with 
Density to measure their increase in attendance and 
evaluate the success of programming.

Outcomes with Density
Analytics and reporting saved staff over 400 
hours of manual counting and calculation

Real-time attendance informed space planning 
across prayer rooms, libraries and  classroom 

Clear data on which services and events were 
working and which weren’t 

Made it easy to track how many members 
attended services regularly



info@tangibleinteraction.com
+1 604 484 5524
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About Tangible

For the past 12 years, we have been designing 
experiences for a variety of clients, ranging 
from events and public spaces to retail stores 
and corporate offices. No matter the setting, 
our goal is to create a memorable and inspiring 
experience. With Covid-19 disrupting the way 
we do things on an everyday basis, we are 
focusing our energy into the small things that 
can make us feel safe as we return to venues, 
stores and offices.

We’ve worked globally with brands such as 
Adidas, Nike, Google, Facebook, Ralph Lauren, 
Chanel, and Samsung. Our recent partnership 
with Density has allowed us to continue to 
design with a people first mentality.

About Density

Density is the new occupancy analytics 
platform. Using proprietary sensors and 
software, the platform accurately measures foot 
traffic throughout buildings. Clients use Density 
to reassure occupants of their safety, their 
experiences, and evaluate policy effectiveness 
and planning. Unlike alternatives—which are 
either invasive or imprecise—Density is both 
anonymous by design and the industry’s most 
accurate system.Together, Density’s customers 
manage over 100 million square feet of 
occupancy areas. Density was founded in 2014, 
with offices in San Francisco, New York City, and 
Syracuse, New York.

Interested? Give us a call or 
email us for more info.




